Scoir is an online college guidance management system designed to expand college access and improve collegiate outcomes. Scoir supports students and parents through the college search, planning, and application process while providing counseling staff with the information and tools they need to support families. District or network-level personnel will also have access to Scoir where they can connect all the schools in their district or network into one dashboard to view key insights related to student engagement, application status, and more.

Features and Benefits

- Scoir equips school counselors and high schools to:
  - Easily track student progress
  - Schedule college visits
  - Manage the delivery of application-related documents to colleges
  - Proactively identify those students who might require more support
  - Collect, analyze and report on student engagement, academic achievements, and application outcomes
Expand college access. Simplify college admission. Improve collegiate outcomes.

- **Scoir equips students to:**
  - Learn about collegiate opportunities through a comprehensive college search experience that enables students to assess fit with personal interests as well as academic interests in order to increase retention and completion.
  - Use engaging self-assessment tools that identify and match their innate attributes to career pathways

- **Scoir equips families to:**
  - Assess affordability and gauge the probability of admission across colleges in order to reduce college debt
  - Hear directly from colleges their students have identified as top options with relevant information like financial aid, campus security, and graduation rates

**Why is this important?**
A lack of college guidance resources coupled with inadequate systems and processes leave students and families ill-equipped to navigate college admissions, as evidenced by the following national statistics:

- 44% of high school graduates enroll in 4-year institutions; just two-thirds earn a diploma in 6 years (Sources: NCES, NSC)
- 27% of students who enroll in a 4-year institution will transfer to another institution; only 44% of them will earn a diploma (Source: NSC)
- 23% of high school graduates enroll in 2-year institutions; only 40% earn a diploma in 6 years (Sources: NCES, NSC)
- 19% of students who begin at a 2-year institution earn a bachelor’s degree within 6 years (Source: NSC)
- Less than half of high achieving, low-income students apply to any selective college; overall, 43% of college-bound students undermatch (Sources: Hoxby-Avery; Kang-Torres)

**Secure, Private, Affordable, and Easy!**

**Student Data Privacy & Protection:** As signatory to the Student Privacy Pledge, we’re committed to protecting our users and safeguarding the privacy of user data. We will never sell or share personal information.
**Pricing:** $1.68 per enrolled student, per year. It's as simple as that! Because we're committed to expanding college access for all students, we also give away our software to all Title 1 and Title 1 eligible schools, absolutely free. Contact your Client Success Partner to learn more!

**Training:** We will host live training for your counselors to ensure they are comfortable with the platform and ready to invite students and families to Scoir. Counselors will also have ongoing access to on-demand training videos, a learning management system, and step-by-step help documentation to ensure your team is comfortable and confident using Scoir. Furthermore, your district will have at least two dedicated Client Success Team Members that will serve as direct points of contact for your high schools.

**Responsive Support:** Scoir is simple to use, but when you do have questions, our friendly and knowledgeable Client Success and Support teams are ready to lend a hand. We pride ourselves on exceptionally responsive support—99% of tickets are resolved in less than 24 hours!

**District Dashboard:** With our District Dashboard, superintendents are equipped with the line of sight they need to benchmark performance and more effectively manage schools.

**Coming Soon**
Soon, District's will have access to expanded reporting and messaging capabilities.